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Abstract

An amplitude probability density function
analysis technique for quantitying the degree of
tan noise tons steadiness has been applied to data
from a fan tested under a variety of Inflow condi-
tionb.	 The test condit l oi.s included t y pical static
operation, inflow control by a honeycomb/ screen de-
vice and forward velocity in a wind tunnel simulat-
ing flight. The ratio of mean square sinusoida;-
to-random signal content in the fundamental and
second harmonic tones was found to vary by more
than an order-of-magnitudt. Some Implications of
these results concerning the nature of fan noise
generation mechanisms are discussed.

Introduction

Consciousness of the extensive differences in

tan noise between operation under flight conditions
and under ground static conditions has become wide-
spread, and the phenomenon has been under study for
several years. The noise levels cf the blade pas-
sage tone are observed to decrease when the fan is
operated at flight conditions; the levels of cut-on
tones have also been observed to become inure steady
It, flight. References such as 1, 1, and others
have detailed these effects. In trying to simulate
flight behavior of fan noise during ground testing,
the approach has been to test at ground static con-
ditions with added screens or honeycomb flow
straighteners upstream of the fan inlet 	 These in-
let flow control devices have been observed to re-
duce the level of Inflow turbulence and fan tones.

Testing that covers the effect of a honeycomb/
screen ahead of a fan, and also the effect of tun-
nel flow in simulating forward flight operation was
performed at NASA's Lewis Research Center and the
resultsresented at the AIAA 4th Aeroacoustic Con-
ference. - Substantial reduction of the inlet fun-
damental fan tone was achieved with tunnel flow.
A lesser reduction of the tore level was achieved
with the simple addition of a honeycomb/ screen de-
vice during static testing in the same facility.4
The present paper analyzes these results in more
Jeta11.

In particular, attention is paid to measures
of the variability of the fan tone noise with t'me.
The actual level of the blade passage frequency
tone is recognized to vary significantly with time
by amounts ranging well over 10 dB. The unsteadi-
ness of these tones can be appreciated by studying
time histories of the mean square level as record-
ed by an x-y plotter. The measured time variations
seem to be a strong function of the testing envi-
ronment, as evidenced by the fact that flight test
results do not exhibit this same unsteadiness. In
fact, cut-on fan tones during flight testing have
been observed to be very steady in amplitude,2
presumably reflecting only the effect of the rotor/
stator interaction. Various degrees of tone
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steadiness have been observed under various test
eendltions. By the use of a quantitative measure
r,f tone steadiness useful information concerning
the relative me steadiness associated with vari-
ouu fan test	 )nditionb has been obtained.

The results which are presented cover four
test conditions. These four tes' conditions were
the following.	 (1) the ty p ical static condition;
(2) operation of the fan with a honeycomb/screen
flow control device surrounding the inlet; (3) op-
eration with tunnel flow; and ('4) operation with
tunnel flow and a cylindrical probe located about
40 probe diameters upstream. These four conditions
were chosen to correspond to, respectively, (1)
normal ground static fan operation; (2) an approach
to flight simulation without forward velocity; (3)

simulated flight operation; and (4) simulated
flight with an inlet distortion.

Facility and Test Hardware

The facility 13 extensively described in ref-
erences 5 and 6. the 9x15 test section is located
in the low speed section of one of NASA-Lewis'
supersonic wind tunnels. Figure 1 1s	 sketch of

the facility showing the test section in relutfon
to other features of the tunnel facility. This
facility, as described in reference ', permits the
simulation of forward flight. The effect of this
simulation is that with a flow of 41 m/sec, the
test fan's cut-off fundamental blade passage fre-
quency tone was effectively reduced to the level of
the surrounding broadband spectrum levels.

The test fan wa: a 50.8-cm diameter, 1.2-
pressure ratio, single stage fan with 15 blades and
25 vanes. Flgu^e 2 presents the front view of the
fan in its test position. Figure 3 is a sketch of
the fan Inlet toneycomb/screen inlet flow control
device, showing, the details of its construction.
Also shown is the location mf a probe, which when
extended into the fan inlet duct, produced a flow
disturbance which contrtbutef; to tone noise at the
blade passage frequency. T $ e inlet flow control
device was intended to st..,oth the inflow to ap-
proach the conditions which might be expected with
forward velocity in the wind tunnel or in flight.
Figure 4 is a photograph showing the inflow con-

trol device.

The noise or sound pressure from the fan was
measured at locations bolt internal and external
to the fan nacelle. Outside the fan, at 60 0 from

the inlet axis, a 0.64-c ,, condenser microphone
located at 1.83 m away .rom the fan monitored the

outside level. In addition, several fan wall
mounted pressure transducers were used to measure

the noise upstream and downstream of the !'-^
These transducers were 0.2 cm diameter strain gage

type d ynamic sensors. One inlet pressure trans-
ducer and aft pressure transducer will be used to
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Test Conditions

The results from a total of four teat condi-
tions will be reported, At each inflow zondltlon,
the tan was ,perated along a single operating line

a*^ 60, 8n , 46, 110. and 115 percent of the 8020 rpm

,Iesign speed. The first condition was that of the
standard ground static Inflow with a clean unob-
structed Inlet. This clean Inlet. V. - 0 condi-
tien duplicates the typical way of testing tans on
the ground, with the airflow being drawn nearly
apheticsliy from the atmosphere and accelerated

through greatly contracting stream tubes into the
Inlet.

The second condition used the aft blocked in-
let flow contra'. device in an attempt to simulate
flight fan noise generation without tunnel flow.
The outside honeycomb was chosen to reduce the
transverse component of the incomin,; air turbulence
and the hacking screen was chosen so as to dissi-
pate turbul•nce created by the honeycomb Itself.

The third condition In that of the flight
simulation by operating the fan with tunnel flow.
This clean inlet, with V. - 41 m/sec tunnel flow
has been observed to produce fan noise characteris-
tics similar to those measured in flight. l The ap-
parent cut-off of the inlet tone due to rotor/
stator interaeticn is in accordance with the Tyler-
Soirir R theory predicting nonpropap,ation for this
fan's fundamental tone at speeds less than design,
given the particular numbers of rotor and stator
blades used here. The second harmonic was cut-on
at all speeds at which the fan was tested.

The f-urth condition used a 0.64-cm diameter
probe inserted into the airstream to produce a
flow disturbance which generated noise at the blade
passage frequency. With the rod inserted, the tun-
nel was operated at V- - 41 m/sec to remove the
random external turbulence and inflow disturbances
associated with btatic fan operation.

t	 Data Procesoing
r

^ tfinition of Tone Steadiness
1

{	 The measure of tone steadiness applied in this
paper is derived from the probability density func-
tion as measured in a narrow band of frequencies
around the tone. The probability density function,

.or PDF, is the probeb:llty distribution of signal
amplitudes as a function of amplitude. Any zero
mean signal, in this context the measured tone
sound pressure, ranges in level over a span of
negative to posltive levels. The shape of the PDF

.describing the probability of finding the tone am-

plitude in any small amplitude range can be inter-
preted in terms of tae relative amounts of steady

i
sinusoidal and unsteady random signal components

present.

Cut-on fan tones have been observed to be
steady in flight measurements` and generally un-
steady in ground static testing. To enable the
application jf the probability density function;
a steady tune amplitude can be considered to be

m,.eled by a sin , wave. Conversely, a tone that is

unsteady, by eos , arlson, has a level that varies
randomly with time and the amplitudes are assumed
to be distributed in a Gaussian uay with the tamil-
tar normal probability function. A tone that In a
combination, that is, partially stead y and partially

unsteady, has a PDF that shares, by superposition,
the characteristics of both the steady periodic
tone and unsteady random noise.

Figure 5 shows some actual waveforms and their

associated PDF's. A stead y . sinusoidal tone (fig.

5(c)) has the PDF of figure 5(d). The random wave-
form such as figure 5(e) has its corresponding PDF
represented by figure 5(f). The typical note• gen-
erated at some particular blade passage frequency,
will share these cha.actertatics and can be consid-
ered as having a sinusoidal and a random component.
The ratio of the m.an square value of the sinusoi-

del , (u s ), t. random, an 	 cemponenta, called a
steadiness i	 ' R can be determined from the

shape of th.	 by defining s quantity called the

probability	 tty ratio or PDR. The PDR to de-

fined as th#	 d o of the peak PD V value to the

value at tat• lmplitude. This approach was used by

Piersol iv rtrerence 9. Rice 10 expresses this

point proba511ity density function of sinusoidal
and random components as

s

PDF -	 1	 r e-(1-^ 
as cos 9)2/ton dB

w 2no n J
0

in which I is the total level. The relationship
between R and PDR is displaved in figure 6. The
PDF defined above has a maximum at other than zero
amplitude only for values of R greater than about
1.8. Therefore, R values less than about 1.8 are
Indeterminate with the PDR technique.

PDF Determination

The probability density functions were ob-
tained by using a special purpose digital computer
to process the press re data after first Isolating

the tones with a na,	 aid filter. In the process,

the signal was first	 tized to a fine resolution,

and then the number	 ::es that each small range

of levels was detect.	 •;s plotted as a tunctio.,
of level. The data wet• supplied from PM recorded
magnetic tapes. The filters that were used to iso-
late the tones were 10 Hz and 50 11z wide. Because
of variations in fan speed and tape recorder seed,
a frequency tracking option on the filter unit was
also used so that changes in speed would not take
the fan tone frequency outside the filter band.
Because of limitations in the rate at which the
tracking filter would rel.)cate the band to follow
the tone frequency, it was necessary to increase
the 10 Hz bandwidth used for PDF measurements of
the blade passage frequency to a 50 liz bandwidth
for PDF measurements of the second harmonic.

In generating the probability function, some
precautions ate in order. These are, in general,
concerns with respect to bandwidth and averaging
time appropriate in proc_ssing any random data.
The desirable goals of fine frequency resolution
and high confidence in the repeatability of the
measurement must be traded off. The standard

deviation of the measurement is proportional to

1/0 T 11 in which B is the bandwidth of the

1
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data (tic) &aid T is the `ength of the data record
(sec). A small frequency bandwidth must be used in
isolating the fan frequency tons under consideration
so that as little broadban' random noise as possible
Is permitted to dilute the effect of the fan tone
noise, which was the quantity of interest in this
study. However, a sufficient amount of time (T)
must be allowed for the PDF to become consistent.
This time is United by the original fan test re-
quirements. Fot a given standard deviation or con-
fidence level. the minimum filter bandwidth to de-
tcretned by the length of t!ae magnetic tape record.

If a filter Is chosen for the PDF determination
of a t one, and the filter is too narrow for the
available averaging time, the resulting PDF will

always resemble that of a sin* wave, with an un-
tepeatable PDR. A useful experimental check to in-
sure that the filter width was large enough for the
available time was to compute the PDF fur white
noise and verify that the resulting PDF was Gauss-
San. The filters chosen for this study had band-
width, at least 250 times the Inverse of the record
time.

When the fan tone level is not much greater
than the broadband level at nearby frequencies, the
determination of a ratio of steady to unsteady tone
components is difficult. For some of the data
points reported this eul' have been a problem since
theta was insufficient processing time to permit
use of finer resolution filtering. of course, It a
tone was reduced to the background level, a sine
wave PDF would never be obtained.

Results and Discussion

The test fan was operated at several speeds
witi, ttae four inflow conditions. 	 In the following
presentation, the individual spectra (6 Hz resolu-
tion) and PDF :urves for a single speed will be
discussed In detail, and then the ateadiness ratios
(R's) for the various conditions will be compared.

Figures 7 to 10 present the (a) 601 far field
microphone spectra and (b) blade passage and (c)
second harmonic tone probability density functions
at 96 percent fan speed for the four Inflow condi-
tions of static, inlet flow control device. full
:unnel flow and inlet disturbance rod. Figures 11
to l/ present similar results for an inlet wall-
mounted pressure transducer and figures 15 to 18
prevent similar results for an aft wall-mounted
pressure transducer. For this fan, 96 percent
speed is below the speed at which the blade passage
frequency tone due to rotor/stator interaction
propagates. Other tone noise sources at this fre-
quency may be present at any sped.

On examination of figure 1(a) which shows the
clean inlet, static flow data for the far field
microphone, one can see the prominant BPF and 2 BI'F
tones In the spectrum. The PDF's for these two
tones show an approximately equal steady and random
signal content for the BPF (fig. 7(b)). and a some-
what more steady 2 BPF as indicated 1 • y the PDF of
figure 7(c). The average of the two peak PDF val-
ues was used along with the previously discussed
PDR evaluation technique to Jr.-t-.-mine the R val-
ues marked on the Individual PDF figures, rnd tabu-
lated in Table 1. The aft-blocked honeycom:, /screen

Inflow control device, with no tunnel flow exhibits

a somewhat reduced BPF. The accompanying PDF's of
figures B(b) and (c) show that the reduced inflow
distortion has made the BPF tone more steady, an,f
even the 1 BPF tone has heroine steadier. Reference
to Table 1 which lists the particular values of
steadiness ratio indicates that the BPF tone is
nearly an order of magnitude more steady and that
the 2 BPF tone is about three times steadier than
for the clean inlet condition. When the tunnel
flow to used to simulate flight, the sound pressure
level spectrum In figure 9(a) shows the almost com-
plete reduction of the _°PF tone. Its exact PDR
value is questionable because of the relatively
small difference in level between the tone and the
broadband (fig. 9(a)). but the tone appears random.
In the speed range where the fundamental rotor/
stator interaction tone was cutoff, reference 2
showed PDF's far the rt_! 4 ual tone in flight which
were either raudom or somewhat steady depending on
th? proxim 4 ;y of the tone to the broadband level.
The second harmonic has become extrem e ly steady
(fig. 9(c)), as measured by the steadiness ratio of
164. Tile results when the inlet rod was inserted
In conjunction with tunnel flow show that again a
blade passage frequenc y tone is generated along
with the 2 BPF tone (fig. 10(a)), but that, as
might be expected with a spatially fixed distortion,
the tones are very stead y (figs. 10(b) and (c)).
From the PDF's, steadiness ratios of 50 to 60 are
indicated.

The effects of the different flow conditions
on the fan tones as sensed by the inlet transducer
are generally similar to those of the previously
discussed external microphone. However, the tones
were generally less steady in the inlet than they
were in the external acoustic field, perhaps be-
cause of boundary layer turbulence. Spectra for
the four inflow conditions (figs. 11(s) to 14(a))
are very similar to the corresponding spectra for
the microphone. However, for the first static
condition, the amplitude distributions (figs. 11(b)
and (c)) of the two tones appear mostly random; and
with inflow control, only the second harmonic (fig.
12(c)) has been made steady. With tunnel flow and
the clean inlet, the upstream transducer senses an
extremely steady 2 BPF tone (fig. 13(c)) and a BI'F
tone which, as before, has a questionable PDR. In-
serting the distortion rod (fig. 14) into the inlet
produced a ratio of 5 to 7 at 96 percent speed.

To complete the presentation at 96 percent
speed, the results from the c'ownstream wall-mounted
transducer are shown in figures 15 to 18. For the
clean inlet, static condition, the fan tones were
observed to be unsteady. These aft transducer fan
tones have an unsteadiness (figs. 15(b) and (c_))
resembling that of the inlet transducer (figs.
11(b) and (c)). The general shape of these PDF's
appear to indicate a random tone, but do not have
the sloping sides of the previously presented
Gaussian noise plus sinusuidal distributions. Ref-
erence 9 describes a PDF similar to these as being
produced by at sine wave whose level is a function
o'

.
	constant term and some Gaussian noise. In

other words, the clean inlet, Vin - 0 tones seem to
be better modeled by a periodic wave at least par-
tially modulated by Gaussian noise (figs. 11(a) and
15(a)), than by a summation of periodic wave and
Gaussian noise. The spectra also seem to support
this modulation concept for the clean inlet, V in - 0
tone:. ., z evidenced by the width of the tones. With
the addition of Inflow control, the BPF tone became

F I.
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steady, while the second harmonic remained un-

steady. With tunnel flow and clean inlet, contrary
to what was observed with the Inlet and front quad-
rant noise measurements, the BPF tone was deter-
mined to be steady (fig. 17(b)). and the second
harmonic (fig. 17(c)) unsteady. With a rod in
plats to create an inlet disturbance, both fan
tones (fig. 16) were relatively steady.

Table I presents the steadiness ratios deter-
mined for the other fan speeds. AN can be seen,
there are some large variations from speed to
speed. That there are variations in steadiness
from speed to speed may perhaps have been expected
as the testing was performed over a period of sev-
eral weeks with possible variations in tunnel set-
up and atmospheric conditions from one test point
to another.

An average steadiness ratio was calculated for
each tone and operating condition. Because of the
occasional large variations of steadiness ratio due
to the nonlinear PDR to steadiness ratio (R) con-
version curve (fig. 6), the PDR's for each value
were averaged, and then the average converted to
R. The PDR for PDF's having L maximum only at zero
amplitude were arbitrarily act equal to 0, and tt.e
final Pverage R rounded off to the nearest inte-

ger. These results are presented in Table 11.

Certain broad conclusions can be drawn from
Table 1I by comparing one inflow condition to an-
other. First, the standard static operation gives
rise to the most unsteady fan tones. Second, ap-
plying inflow control to the fan can make the tones
steadier by about an order of magnitude, particu-
larly as determined outside the fan. The residual
tone In the cut-off region of fan speed may become
steadier because of some spatially steady inflow
distortions introduced by the inflow control device.
Conversely, the cut-on frequency tone becomes
steadier because of the removal of random turbu-
lence. With tunnel flow the steadinessr of the sec-
ond harmonic tone, at least in the front, can be
Increased substantially over the values determined
by adding inflow control to the static operation.
Finally, with the flow disturbance created by the
Inlet rod, the 2 BPF tones that are prod'ued take
on steadiness values (figs. 19 to 21) numerically
similar to those of the clean inlet with tunnel
flow. That the 2 BPF tone is approximately equally
steady with and without the rod implies that the
rod's additional contribution as a steady source at
that frequency is small. In attempting to explain
why the tones are so much more steady outside the
duct, a possible exp!anation is that boundary layer
disturbances or pseudosound are sensed by the wall
transducers.

In evaluating methods of fan forward flight
simulation, it would appear that steadiness of a
cut-on fan tone (such as the fan second harmonic
in this study) is an indicator of low inlet turbu-
lence. However, when a tone due to rotor/stator
interaction is cut-off, any residual tone observed
is due to a generation mechanism other than rotor/
stator interaction, and could be steady or unsteady
depending on the character of the tone producing
flow disturbance. Thus the increase in the steadi-
ness of the cut-on second harmonic achieved with
the use of the honeycomb/screen inflow control de-
vice indicates that its purpose of reducing the
random turbulence to flight levels was partially

achieved. On the other hand, the increase in the

steadiness ratio of the BPF tone in the cut-off
regime might indicate that the inflow control de-
vice Introduced spatially steady inflow distortions.
These distortions generated the tone in a manner
analogous to the effect of the inlet rod with tun-
ne!. flow. For the clean inlet, tunnel flow case.
the high levels of second harmonic s t eadiness (56
at the external microphone and 26 in the inlet) are
indicators of th. degree of inlet flow conditioning
required to produce nearly complete cut-off of the
forward radiated fundamental tone.

Summary of Results

The technique of amplitude probability density
was used to evaluate the steadiness of fan noise

tones that were generated under a varlety of fan
Inflow conditions. :'he stead i ness ratio is the
ratio at a given tone frequency of the rean square
sinusoidal-to-random components that can be thought
of as constituting the tone. For the condition of
standard static operation with a clean inlet, the
fan tones were found to be only slightly steady.
Adding a honeycomb/screer, inlet floe control device
caused the blade par.sage frequency and second har-
monic tones to becor.e approximately an order of
magnitude more steady. With operation of the tan
to a clean Inlet configuration with a wind tunnel
airflow of 41 m/sec, the ctt-on, second harmonic
tones become about two o.ders of magnitude more
steady than was the case for the static condition.
A fourth condition of tunnel air flow with an inlet
distortion rod also produced very steady toner..
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TABLE I. - STEADINESS RATIOS

(N 1s mostly random; no data exists for dashed entrirs.)
i	 1

Is Speed Transducer Condition and tone
(percent

of design) Clean inlet Inflow control Clean inlet Inlet rod
V- . 0 V. - 0 V. - 41 r/sec V. - 41 m/sec

BPF 2 BPF BPF 2 BPF BPF 2 BPF BPF 2 BPF

60 600 Mike --- -- 240 125 R 30 5 73
Inlet pressure --- -- 11 R R 5 4 16
Aft pressure --- -- --- --- R 5 R 2

80 600 Mike 6 18 4 6 R 46 83 80
Inlet pressure R 5 2 40 R 37 33 72

Aft pressure R R --- --- 5 R 24 R

96 600 Mike 11.8 7 9 22 R 164 50 60
Inlet pressure R R P. 10 R 144 7 5
Aft pressure R R 9 R 13 R 18 10

110 600 Mike 4 R. 8 1.8 -- --- 42 24
Inlet pressure 3 R R 2 -- --- 19 7

Aft pressure 4 2 --- 10 -- --- 6 34

115 600 Mike 3 R 12 2 R 31 71 46
Inlet pressure 3 R R R 3 B 20 9
Aft pressure 8 R --- --- 33 l6 17 R

1

i

r

TABLE II. - AVERAGE aTF1J)INF.SS RATIOS

Transducer Condition and tone

Cleat. Inlet Inflow control Clean inlet Inlet rod
V. 0 V. - 0 Ve - 41 m/sec V. - 41 m/sec

BPF 2	 911 F BPF 2 BPF BPF 2 BPF BPF 2 BPF

600 Mike 3 1 18 13 a 56 41 54

Inlet pressure Q.8 R 4.b <3.R BR 26 14 14
Aft pressure <1.8 R ---- - -- 5 <1.8 6 <1.8

aThese two values are questionable.
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Figure 5. - Concluded.
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Figure ;S. - Spectrum and probability density functions for the aft trans-
ducer at the inlet rod, V,, • 41 misec condition.
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